The rapid development of electric vehicles (EVs) is conducive to clean transportation, which is an important aspect of sustainable infrastructure. However, the introduction of EVs is constrained by the lagging development of EV chargers. To optimally promote the development of charging stations, we analyzed the differences in the optimal quality and quantity of EV chargers between company-owned and franchised enterprises by constructing a theoretical model, and the changes in the quality and quantity of EV chargers in different market environments are discussed. We found that the total number of franchised charging stations was larger in general, but that the quality of the franchised charging stations was worse compared with the company-owned stations. The supervision cost, operation cost, and the investment return affect the quality and quantity of EV chargers. Although franchised structures are more conducive in the initial stage to increasing the number of charging stations to meet the needs of EVs, company-owned structures perform better and will be needed to improve the quality of the EV chargers as the market becomes more saturated, necessitating a higher quality of EV chargers.
Introduction
Finding an optimal path to a sustainable and low-carbon economy is increasingly urgent to decrease the carbon emissions that are an important determinant of global warming. Infrastructure is an important part of the modern economy, promoting activities and transition dynamics of the economy and society [1] . Therefore, future-ready sustainable infrastructure systems are especially needed. Transportation is needed as one of the key aspects of infrastructure to catalyze the shift toward climate-resilient economic growth [2] . Due its heavy consumption of fossil energy, a sustainable and clean transportation system has long been advocated. Some researchers have investigated the impact of land use, demand management and operations management [3, 4] on transportation; however, the rapid development of electric vehicles (EVs) is another important factor in sustainable transportation which ensures national energy security, reduces the consumption of petroleum energy, and minimizes the environmental pollution caused by automobile exhaust [5] . EVs are being welcomed by increasing numbers of people. According to data from the China Automotive Industry Association, 1.27 million new energy vehicles were produced and 1.26 million were sold in in China in 2018, an increase of 60% the operation structure are provided to guide the sustainable and effective development of the EV charger market.
We provide several contributions to the literature. First, most of the literature about the charging infrastructure of EVs has concentrated on the economic analysis of revenues and cost [9] , or the obstacles such as market adoption [10, 11] , construction site or assignment problems [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , and new technology to overcome these barriers [18] . However, few studies have examined the choice of business operation structure by the enterprises in the process of infrastructure construction, which can affect the efficiency of investment, infrastructure safety, and infrastructure coverage (quantity), and then determined the sustainable development of the EV charger industry. A trade-off exists between the quantity and quality in different stages of the construction of charging infrastructure, and this also exists between the structures in general. Therefore, after comparing the optimal quantity and quality level in different operation structures theoretically, we selected the optimal operation structure for EV charger enterprises to meet the demand for a large number of EV chargers during different stages of the development of the charging infrastructure in China.
Few studies have explored the operating structure of charging infrastructure using a theoretical model or discussed the environmental factors affecting the charging infrastructure. We investigated the optimal quality and quantity in both company-owned and franchised structure enterprises by creating a theoretical model based on principle agency and contract model. We then created a sustainable development route for charging infrastructure according to our conclusions. We found that the franchised EV charger enterprises were more conducive to increasing the quantity to meet the needs of EVs at the beginning of the development. When the market became more saturated, and higher quality EV chargers were required, the company-owned structure performed better and will be required more to improve the quality.
Finally, operation, supervision, and profit factors are important in the construction of charging infrastructure. However, no discussion has occurred in the operation structure literature about how these factors at different development stages can affect the optimal quality and quantity. We used simulation and sensitivity analysis based on our theoretical model to examine the effect of these factors. According to our conclusions, we found that since there was insufficient experience in the operation and supervision of charging infrastructure, the franchised structure is recommended in the initial development stage of EV chargers as well, because the worst performance of the company-owned structure was observed when the operation and supervision costs were high.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of market and market models of EV chargers, and then the separate set-ups of the theoretical model of the company-owned and franchised type of EV charger enterprises are outlined. Section 3 provides the simulation of the analytical solution. Section 4 provides a discussion of the results when we improved management efficiency and further research are discussed as well. Section 5 concludes and presents the policy implications.
Materials and Methods

Market Overview and Market Models of EV Chargers
Currently, the business model of China's charging station can be divided into several types: (1) Leading EV charger operators, such as the State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) and Potevio New Energy, that produce and operate EV chargers; (2) leading automobile enterprises, such as Tesla and BYD Auto, who create charging infrastructure in order to promote their EVs; (3) vehicle-station cooperation, such as Geely Auto and Tellus Power Group, who cooperate to provide a one-stop service that is more profitable; and (4) vehicles, piles, parking spaces, and internet service integral mode. For example, Win-sky expanded on a number of related businesses based on the charging network, vehicle internet, and parking spaces to increase profits. Other methods include (5) time-sharing renting Sustainability 2019, 11, 1549 4 of 22 and (6) crowd funding, which is represented by StarCharge, who is responsible for construction and operation, and enjoys the property rights of franchised EV chargers.
The above models are based on business, whereas we classified the EV charger enterprises into company-owned and franchised structure types according to how charging stations are operated based on the literature and existing operation structures in the EV charger market. This classification is commonly used in the operation literature; company-owned is a centralized structure, whereas the franchised structure is decentralized. Company-owned enterprises invest and build charging stations nationwide and self-manage them by hiring managers, such as SGCC and TGoods. The enterprise has the right to strictly standardize the management to enhance the quality and promote the operational efficiency of the whole company. The EV charger operator leading model, automobile enterprise leading model, and vehicle-station cooperation all belong to the company-owned structure. The relationship between the enterprise and each charging station manager in this type is that of the principal-agent, so each manager does not have the autonomy to operate the charging station, and thus, the incentive problem exists. The franchised type is represented by crowd funding firms like StarCharge, which experience less financial pressure. Under this mode, if the applicants can meet the requirements of having free spaces for parking five cars and extra capacity, the enterprise will provide the charging equipment and installment service for free and operate the EV chargers with the applicants and then they share revenue from the service fees of using EV chargers. This structure is useful to reduce the financial pressure on the EV charger enterprise. Each EV charger manager has its own profit, so the manager has a strong degree of autonomy. However, it is not convenient to uniformly manage and standardize the operation of each charging station because each franchised charging station manager has autonomy on the profit and operation, and they may sacrifice the quality of the EV chargers to pursue short-term profits.
Few theoretical models have been reported in the literature on EV charger industries. Wu et al. [19] presented a monopolistic competition model for the differentiated products market to illustrate why the expected free market actually operates in a monopolistic competition market structure. However, besides from the market structure, determining how to arrange the operation or distribution structure of chargers is another key issue in the development of the charger market. The industrial economics literature has discussed how to arrange the supply chain or distribution structure, which consists of an integrated and decentralized structure in a competitive or uncompetitive market [20] , and has investigated the main factors that affect the distribution structure. First, product substitutability is important, and manufacturers will distribute their products through a company store for low degrees of substitutability, and use a decentralized distribution system for more highly competitive goods [21, 22] . Second, demand and supply uncertainty have been examined in the choice of structure. An integrated or centralized structure is thought to be better when the demand uncertainty increases or is under a high supply risk, although centralization may decrease supply chain profits, resulting in the prisoner's dilemma [23] [24] [25] . Since variety can cause production and market costs, the variety and operation structure should be matched to produce better performance [26] . Most analyses have been based on game theory models, and the price and quantity are common strategies depending on the goods' substitutability [27] [28] [29] ; the competition intensities of the two variables significantly influence the equilibrium structure [30] . However, quality selection, as an endogenous variable, has also been discussed. Cohen and Whang [31] developed a product life-cycle model to study the price and quality choices of the manufacturers as they designed a joint product bundle for a product that may require maintenance and repair support after its sale. Zhao et al. [32] researched how the structure of distribution channels may influence a firm's quality and price strategies, and how they may in turn affect consumer welfare. They found that decentralization may reduce consumer welfare, but that decentralization in the high-quality channel hurts consumers more than it does in the low-quality channel. Some researchers used a multi-task model based on the principal agency model to analyze the operation structure, and stated that it is better to use dual channels because both structures have advantages in sales and brand maintenance, and mixing contracts is optimal [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
As for the construction of the charging infrastructure, multi-task models are not optimal because the needs and objectives are different during different development stages, especially in the early development period in China, so we must focus on one aspect: either quality or quantity. The operation, supervision, and profit factors cannot be ignored, and there has been no discussion about how these factors during different development stages affect the optimal quality and quantity in the optimal contract literature. These factors can affect the general results caused by the principal agency problem and free-riding problem in the two structures. We set up the theoretical models based on principle agency and the contract model [34] considering these factors for both structures. We wanted to compare the differences in the optimal quantity and quality of EV chargers between the different structures, conduct a comparative static analysis of the environment factors that could affect the quantity and quality of EV chargers, and simulate the conclusions in the theoretical model, to determine the optimal development path during different stages in the development of the EV charger industry.
We separately established models to analyze the behavior of the company-owned and franchised EV charger enterprises and the optimal quantity and quality of EV chargers in the two structures. All of the critical factors in our model are listed in Table 1 . Supervision cost functions of EV charger enterprise π 1 The profit of the company-owned EV charger enterprise β
The production elasticity of efforts p The probability that a franchised EV charger is found to have a quality problem Q The profit of the EV charger enterprise π 2 The profit of the franchised EV charger enterprise
Company-Owned EV Chargers
In the company-owned structure, we assumed that the EV charger enterprise built a total of n identical EV chargers, because the EV charger enterprise can centrally unify the funds and the business strategy. Since we were more concerned with the quality and the number of EV chargers due to the different operation structures and not the profit from the investment behavior, the investment profit of each EV charger was assumed to be constant, R, which was the same for the two kinds of EV charger structures. All the variables and parameters in our model have been explained in Table 1 above. The investment profit changes at different development stages, which can similarly affect the quality and the number of EV chargers in both structures. Next, we investigated this effect by undertaking a comparative static analysis. The EV charger enterprise not only cares about the profits, but also the overall quality and safety of the EV chargers. We used the concept of comprehensive profit, which is equal to the product of profit and quality. Each EV charger has a manager hired by the enterprise, and the manager makes an effort, e, to maintain the quality and safety of the EV charger according to the requirements of the enterprise. According to the effort model of principal agency [38] , the quality production of the EV charger is g(e), and g (e) > 0, g (e) < 0 to guarantee that quality increases with manager effort, and quality exhibits decreasing marginal production. Therefore, the comprehensive profit is Rg(e). Given information asymmetry, the enterprise cannot see the manager's efforts based on the quality, so according to the principal agency model [38] , comprehensive profits are also affected by a normal random factor θ, i.e., θ ∼ N 0, δ 2 , where δ 2 is the variance of the random factor. The relationship between the enterprise and each manager is a principal-agent relationship [39] . Managers do not have ownership and operational autonomy, and only receive wages from the EV charger enterprise headquarters, which consists of a fixed salary (denoted as a) and a performance-related salary. The performance-related salary is positively related to the comprehensive profit, and the incentive coefficient is s/m, where s is constant, 0 < s < 1, and m is the supervision difficulty parameter for the enterprise. The incentive coefficient is inversely proportional to the difficulty parameter of supervising because the more difficult the supervision, the greater the influence of the uncertain information. So, the EV charger enterprise will be less motivated to offer incentives to the managers. Therefore, the salary of each EV charger manager is:
The greater the effort of the manager, the higher the quality of the EV charger, and then the higher the performance-related salary. Since it takes time and effort to operate the EV charger, we assume that the manager's operation cost to maintain the quality of the EV charger is c(c, e). We assume c (e) > 0 and c (e) > 0, so that the function increases with effort and performs an increasing margin cost. c is a parameter in cost function, and satisfies c (c) > 0: the larger the parameter c, the larger the operation cost. The utility function of the EV charger managers is:
The EV charger enterprise supervises the managers, and the supervision cost is d(m, n), with d (n) > 0, d (n) > 0, so that the cost function increases with the total number of EV chargers and displays an increasing margin cost. m is the supervision cost parameter we mentioned above that satisfies d (m) > 0, which means that the larger the m, the larger the supervision cost. Then, the profit of the EV charger enterprise equals the sum of the comprehensive profit of all n charging stations minus the salary of all charging station managers, and then its own supervision cost d(m, n) is subtracted. The profit is:
Therefore, the optimization process in the principal agency relationship of the company owned structure charger enterprise is: given the coefficients of salary, which are a and s, the charging station managers will choose the level of effort to maximize their utility. The optimization problem of the EV charger manager is: max
Then, the enterprise will select the appropriate number of charging stations to maximize the expected net profit condition on the manager's optimal effort choice, which is the incentive condition (IC) of the manager of the EV charger. The enterprise will guarantee the manager's participation, which forms the managers' participation condition (PC).
To summarize, the optimization problem of the EV charger enterprise is:
Subjected to: where Equations (5) and (6) are the manager's PC condition and IC condition, respectively. Then, we solved the optimization problem backward: we found the optimal choice of the manager from Equation (6), and then we solved the optimal choice of the enterprise. We drew the following conclusions after derivation: Lemma 1. For EV charger enterprises that use a company-owned structure, the quality of the EV chargers is positively correlated with the investment return, whereas it is negatively correlated with the operation cost of charging stations and the supervision difficulty of the enterprises.
Proof. Since the certainty equivalence of the manger is a + s m Rg(e) − c(e) − δ 2 s 2 2m 2 , the best effort of the manager of the EV charger can be obtained from the following problem:
Take the partial derivative of the objective function with respect to variable e, we obtain the first-order condition:
Then, we take the partial derivative with the operation cost parameter c, investment return R, and supervision difficulty parameter m, and obtain, respectively:
Since c (e) > 0, c (e) > 0, g (e) > 0, and g (e) < 0, we know that (9)- (11), so we proved the conclusion.
Lemma 2.
The total number of EV chargers in the company-owned enterprise decreases with the increase of operation costs and the supervision difficulty of the enterprise, and increases with the increase of the investment return.
Proof. To ensure generality and convenience of solving problems, we assumed that u = −1, then based on Equation (5), we obtain:
In order to easily obtain the solution, we further assumed that g(e) = e β , c(e) = 0.5ce 2 and m(n) = 0.5mn 2 , where β is the production elasticity of efforts and 0 < β < 1. Therefore, the optimal level of effort is:
After incorporating Equations (12) and (13) into the objective function of the EV charger enterprise, the maximization problem of the enterprise becomes:
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Taking the partial derivative of the function with respect to variable n, we obtain the optimal total number of chargers, which is:
Then, we easily obtain 
When m is large enough, for instants, m ≥ 1, which means the supervision cost is large enough, and since 0 < s < 1, 0 < β < 1, and we know the first negative term in the bracket −2 2−β (sβ)
2−β , which is negative, dominants in the value of all the terms, so the whole formula will be negative.
Franchised EV Chargers
If the EV charger enterprise uses the franchised structure, the expansion is not directly planned and financially supported by the EV charger enterprise itself, but by the applicant who wants to build the EV charger. After obtaining franchise permission, the applicant invests in the place where the EV charger is needed, builds the EV charger with the help of the EV charger enterprise, and uses its brand to operate. The franchised station will be independent and the profits belong to the applicant. Since the EV charger enterprise does not participate in the specific operation of the charging station, the management and quality of all EV chargers cannot be regulated. The quality of the franchised EV charger depends on the average effort of all managers of the franchised EV charger. If each manager's effort is e i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and n is the number of franchised EV chargers, then the average level of effort is 1 n ∑ i e i . Similarly, the quality function is the same as the company-owned EV chargers, so the quality of the franchised EV chargers is g( 1 n ∑ i e i ). We assumed that the investment of each EV charger was the same and the investment return is R, so the comprehensive income of each franchised EV charger is Rg( 1 n ∑ i e i ) + θ considering the influence of the random factor θ. The enterprise supervises the EV chargers to a certain extent. In the franchised structure, the charger manager has considerable autonomy, and they only pay the franchise fees to the EV charger enterprise, and keep the profits for themselves. When the EV charger has a quality problem, the operation of the franchised EV charger is stopped and the revenue of the manager is zero. If it is assumed that the probability that a franchised EV charger has a quality problem is p, then the probability that no quality problem is found is 1 − p. Therefore, the expected comprehensive income is:
This probability p can incentivize the manager of the franchised EV chargers. However, in the company-owned structure, the charger manager has no autonomy, and only receives a wage from the EV enterprise. When the EV charger has a quality problem, the wage of the manager will be low, and the operation of the EV charger will not be stopped. This is why there is no probability p in the company owned piles. The low quality leads to low comprehensive profits and low wages of the manager, which can incentivize the manager in the company-owned structures. Similarly, the manager's operation cost of the franchise EV charger is still c(c, e i ). Therefore, the expected utility of the manager is: The enterprise does not share the profits of the EV chargers and only charges the applicants the franchise fee, but also profits by providing construction and maintenance services to the franchised EV charger. The profit of the EV charger enterprise is denoted Q. The enterprise also cares about the quality and safety of the EV chargers, so the enterprise's comprehensive revenue generated from each franchise is Qg(e). The total revenue of all franchised stations is nQg(e). We assumed that the supervision cost of the enterprise under the franchise structure is still d(m, n) = 0.5mn 2 . Then, the expected net profit of the enterprise is:
We still used backward induction to solve the optimal problem in the franchised structure charger firm. First, the franchised charging manager chooses the best effort to maximize their expected utility, and the optimization problem is:
Then, given the optimal effort level of the franchised charging station manager, the EV charger enterprise selects the optimal number of franchised EV chargers to maximize its expected profits. The optimization problem of the enterprise is:
After solving the optimization problem, we obtained the following conclusion: Proposition 1. When the number of joining franchisees reaches a certain critical value, the quality and safety level of the franchised EV charger will always be lower than the company-owned chargers.
Proof. The certainty equivalent of the franchised EV charger manager is:
Therefore, the maximization problem of the franchised manager becomes choosing the optimal effort level to maximize Equation (20) . Taking the derivative with respect to e i in the above formula, we obtain:
where e = 1 n ∑ i e i . Since each franchisee is symmetrical, we have e i = e j = e = e. Then, the first-order condition is:
Comparing Equations (22) and (8), which is the first-order condition of the optimal effort of each manager of the company-owned EV charger, we know that when 1 n (1 − p) < s, i.e., n > 1−p s , the marginal revenue of effort of the franchised EV charger manager is always less than the marginal revenue of effort of the company-owned EV charger manager. However, the marginal cost of the quality supervision is the same, so we obtain e f < e c and then g e f < g(e c ), which means the quality of the franchised EV charger will always be lower than the company-owned chargers.
The reason why the quality of the franchised EV charger deteriorates is that the quality of the franchised EV chargers depends on the average quality management effort of all the franchised managers, and each manager can only determine their own effort level, which means that their own effort has a small impact on the average effort and quality. Therefore, the optimal strategy of each franchised manager is to reduce their own effort level and be a free rider. Since each manager behaves in this way, the average effort level of the entire franchised EV chargers is reduced, as does the quality of the franchised EV chargers, which is consistent with the empirical conclusions in the literature [40, 41] .
The first-order condition of the franchise mode is 1 n (1 − p)Rβe β−1 = ce when g(e) = e β and c(c, e) = 0.5ce 2 . Thus, the optimal effort level of the franchised manager is:
We substituted e f into the objective function of the EV charger enterprise and obtained:
Taking the derivative with respect to n, we obtain:
Thus, we can determine the optimal total number of franchised EV chargers:
Comparing n f and n c , we obtain n f > n c , so we drew this conclusion:
Proposition 2. The optimal total number of EV chargers in the franchised structure is greater than the total number in the company-owned structure.
After taking the derivative with respect to the operation cost parameter c in the formula of the number of EV chargers n f , we obtain:
That is, the greater the operation cost, the smaller the optimal number of franchised EV chargers. By also taking the derivative with respect to the supervision cost parameter m in Equation (26), we obtain:
This means the number of optimal EV chargers is negatively correlated with the difficulty of the enterprise in supervising the franchised EV charger. Similarly, taking the derivative with respect to the investment return of each franchisee R, we obtain:
This means that as investment revenue increases, the number of joined EV chargers increases. Therefore, we summarize these conclusions into Lemma 3 below.
Lemma 3. The total number of franchised EV chargers decreases with the increase in operation and supervision costs, and increases with the increase in investment revenue.
Then, we considered the quality of the franchised EV charger. Substituting the optimal effort of the franchised EV charger manager e f with the quality function, and using the conclusion of Lemma 3, we can obtain: Lemma 4. When the total number of EV chargers is large enough, the quality of EV chargers in the franchise structure is negatively correlated with operation costs, and is positively correlated with the supervision costs and the investment return.
Proof. The quality of the EV chargers is:
Taking the derivate with respect to the operation cost c in Equation (30) above:
When the number of EV chargers n f is large, n f + c ∂n f ∂c can be guaranteed to be positive and ∂g ∂c < 0, which means that the greater the operation cost, the worse the safety quality of the EV chargers. Then, taking the derivative with the supervision difficulty parameter m in Equation (30), we obtain:
As the enterprise experiences more difficulty in supervising the franchised EV charger, the optimal number of franchised EV chargers is reduced, so the free rider problem decreases, and the quality of the franchise improves. Similarly, we took the derivative with the investment return R and we obtained: ∂R . When the investment revenue increases, the effort and the quality increase; however, the optimal number of franchised EV chargers also increases, which means that there are more free riders. When n f > R ∂n f ∂R , which means that the effort increasing effect is larger than the free-riding effect, then ∂g ∂R > 0. In this situation, the quality of the EV charger increases when the investment revenue increases; however, Sustainability 2019, 11, 1549 12 of 22 when n f < R ∂n f ∂R , which means that the effort increasing effect is smaller than the free-riding effect, then there is ∂g ∂R < 0, and the quality of EV charger decreases when the investment revenue increases. When the total number of charging files is large enough, the former situation occurs. Figure 1 shows how the effort of the managers of EV chargers changes with the operation cost parameter in the two structures. First, the manager's effort in quality management under both structures declined when the operation cost parameter of the EV chargers increased. This is because the increasing operation cost parameter increases the marginal cost of effort, while the marginal benefit of effort is constant, so the managers reduced their efforts. Second, the quality of the company-owned EV chargers is always higher than the franchised ones, which was consistent with Proposition 1. However, the effort of the company-owned managers dropped very rapidly, whereas the efforts of the franchised manager decreased slower when the operation cost parameter increased. Additionally, the efforts of the two structures became very close when the operation cost was very high. Figure 2 shows how the quality of the EV charger under the two structures changed as the operation costs increased. The trend in the quality of the EV charger was consistent with the trend of the manager's efforts in both structures, and the quality of the EV charger was negatively correlated with the operation cost parameter. Although the quality of the company-owned EV charger was mostly higher than the franchised chargers, the quality of the company-owned EV chargers dropped rapidly as operation costs increased, becoming even lower than the quality of the franchised chargers. Figure 3 shows how the optimal total number of EV chargers changes with operation costs in both structures. The optimal total number of EV chargers in both structures decreased as the operation cost increased, because the marginal revenue of supervising decreased due to the decrease of quality, while the marginal cost of supervising remained unchanged. In general, the number of franchised EV chargers was larger than the company-owned ones, and the former was about four times more than the latter. Figure 3 shows how the optimal total number of EV chargers changes with operation costs in both structures. The optimal total number of EV chargers in both structures decreased as the operation cost increased, because the marginal revenue of supervising decreased due to the decrease of quality, while the marginal cost of supervising remained unchanged. In general, the number of franchised EV chargers was larger than the company-owned ones, and the former was about four times more than the latter. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate that the company-owned structure is not a good choice for operating EV chargers when the operation costs are high. Not only was the total number of EV chargers far smaller than the franchised structure, but the quality of the EV charger was also not ideal; it was even worse than the quality of the franchised chargers. The franchised structure is better in this situation because at least the number of EV chargers is larger. However, when the operation costs are low, the two structures have their own advantages and disadvantages. The quality of the company-owned EV charger is better, but the quantity cannot increase rapidly. The total number of franchised EV chargers can increase quickly, but the quality is not that good. Therefore, there are trade-offs in terms of quality and quantity in both structures in these situations. Figure 4 shows the trend in the total number of EV chargers in the two structures as the cost of supervision increases. First, the higher the marginal supervision cost, the smaller the optimal number of EV chargers selected by the EV charger operation enterprises in both structures. However, the total number of franchised EV chargers is always around 10 times that of the total number of companyowned ones. Second, for the enterprise using the company-owned structure, when the supervision costs are high, the random factors are difficult to recognize, the impact of the random factor on the observed quality is greater, and the incentive wage coefficient for the manager is small. As a result, Figures 2 and 3 illustrate that the company-owned structure is not a good choice for operating EV chargers when the operation costs are high. Not only was the total number of EV chargers far smaller than the franchised structure, but the quality of the EV charger was also not ideal; it was even worse than the quality of the franchised chargers. The franchised structure is better in this situation because at least the number of EV chargers is larger. However, when the operation costs are low, the two structures have their own advantages and disadvantages. The quality of the company-owned EV charger is better, but the quantity cannot increase rapidly. The total number of franchised EV chargers can increase quickly, but the quality is not that good. Therefore, there are trade-offs in terms of quality and quantity in both structures in these situations. Figure 4 shows the trend in the total number of EV chargers in the two structures as the cost of supervision increases. First, the higher the marginal supervision cost, the smaller the optimal Sustainability 2019, 11, 1549 14 of 22 number of EV chargers selected by the EV charger operation enterprises in both structures. However, the total number of franchised EV chargers is always around 10 times that of the total number of company-owned ones. Second, for the enterprise using the company-owned structure, when the supervision costs are high, the random factors are difficult to recognize, the impact of the random factor on the observed quality is greater, and the incentive wage coefficient for the manager is small. As a result, the manager's effort to maintain the quality of the EV chargers is lower. As shown in Figures 5  and 6 , the effort of the manager of the company-owned EV chargers and the quality both decrease as the supervision costs increase. Simultaneously the marginal benefit of supervision is reduced for the enterprise, which is another reason for the decrease in the total number of company-owned EV chargers. disadvantages, and the choice should be balanced in terms of quality and quantity. However, when the supervision costs are high, the optimal number of franchised EV chargers decreases to a certain amount, but it is still larger than the number of company-owned EV chargers, and the quality will be better. In other words, the company-owned EV chargers are hard to supervise when the supervision cost is high, which leads to poor quality and fewer EV chargers. In contrast, it is better to choose the franchised structure, which performs better. disadvantages, and the choice should be balanced in terms of quality and quantity. However, when the supervision costs are high, the optimal number of franchised EV chargers decreases to a certain amount, but it is still larger than the number of company-owned EV chargers, and the quality will be better. In other words, the company-owned EV chargers are hard to supervise when the supervision cost is high, which leads to poor quality and fewer EV chargers. In contrast, it is better to choose the franchised structure, which performs better. 
Results
Effects of Operation Cost Parameter on the Quantity and Quality of EV Chargers
Effect of Supervision Cost on Quantity and Quality of EV Chargers
Effects of Investment Return on Quantity and Quality of EV Chargers
The investment profit changes in different development stages, which can affect the quality and the total number of EV chargers in both structures. In the company-owned structure, when the investment revenue of each EV charger increases, the managers have more incentive to make efforts to manage the quality of the EV chargers. As shown in Figures 7 and 8 , the effort of the manager of the company-owned EV chargers and the quality all improve when the investment return increases.
Since the investment return of a single EV charger is consistent with the revenue of the enterprise, the marginal revenue of the enterprise also increases when the investment revenue increases, while the marginal cost of supervision remains unchanged, so the optimal number of EV chargers increases. As shown in Figure 9 , as the investment revenue increases, the total number of EV chargers increases in both structures. The number of franchised EV chargers increases more rapidly, which leads to more free-riding behavior in the franchised structure, which offsets part of the positive impact of the increase in investment revenue on the quality of the EV chargers. As shown in Figures 7 and 8 , when the investment return increases, although the quality of the EV charger increases, the rate of quality increase is lower than that of the company-owned ones.
This shows that the increase in investment revenue promotes improvements in the quality and quantity of company-owned EV chargers, although the number of EV chargers does not grow quickly. However, the increase in investment revenue can only increase the number of franchised EV chargers, and the quality improvement is smaller. Therefore, when the EV charger enterprises start to profit, the number of EV chargers has accumulated to a certain extent, and the quality of the EV charger is of greater concern, the company-owned structure can guarantee the quality of the EV chargers. Finally, the reduction in the total number of the franchised EV chargers caused by the increasing cost of supervision also reduces free-riding behavior, thus improving the manager's effort level in quality management. As shown in Figures 5 and 6 , as the supervision cost parameter increases, the effort of the manager and the quality of the franchised EV charger also increase. Even when the supervision cost is high to a certain extent, the quality of the franchised EV charger exceeds the quality of the company-owned ones.
In summary, when the supervision costs are low, the quality of the company-owned EV chargers is higher, but the quantity is lower. In contrast, the total number of franchised EV chargers is larger, but the quality is lower. This means that the two modes have their own advantages and disadvantages, and the choice should be balanced in terms of quality and quantity. However, when the supervision costs are high, the optimal number of franchised EV chargers decreases to a certain amount, but it is still larger than the number of company-owned EV chargers, and the quality will be better. In other words, the company-owned EV chargers are hard to supervise when the supervision cost is high, which leads to poor quality and fewer EV chargers. In contrast, it is better to choose the franchised structure, which performs better.
Since the investment return of a single EV charger is consistent with the revenue of the enterprise, the marginal revenue of the enterprise also increases when the investment revenue increases, while the marginal cost of supervision remains unchanged, so the optimal number of EV chargers increases. As shown in Figure 9 , as the investment revenue increases, the total number of EV chargers increases in both structures. The number of franchised EV chargers increases more rapidly, which leads to more free-riding behavior in the franchised structure, which offsets part of the positive impact of the increase in investment revenue on the quality of the EV chargers. As shown in Figures 7 and 8, when the investment return increases, although the quality of the EV charger increases, the rate of quality increase is lower than that of the company-owned ones.
This shows that the increase in investment revenue promotes improvements in the quality and quantity of company-owned EV chargers, although the number of EV chargers does not grow quickly. However, the increase in investment revenue can only increase the number of franchised EV chargers, and the quality improvement is smaller. Therefore, when the EV charger enterprises start to profit, the number of EV chargers has accumulated to a certain extent, and the quality of the EV charger is of greater concern, the company-owned structure can guarantee the quality of the EV chargers. 
Results Summary and Structure Choice
The quantity and quality trade-off of EV chargers is important in the construction of charging infrastructure, as this trade-off determines the sustainable development of the EV charger industry and contributes to the sustainable development of transportation. Of all of the obstacles and strategies in the charging infrastructure development process, the operation structure of the EV charger enterprise at different stages of development is a key factor because the correct operation structure can balance the trade-off between quantity and quality. The right operation structure will induce the high speed development and the high quality of the charging infrastructure. Table 2 summarizes the main conclusions of the theoretical model and the simulation based on principle agency and the contract model. The total number of EV chargers is larger in the franchised structure, whereas the quality of the EV chargers is generally higher in the company-owned structure. Therefore, the franchised EV charger enterprise is more conducive at the beginning of the development, as there is a rapidly increasing demand for EV chargers. When the market becomes more saturated, and a higher quality of EV chargers is required, the company-owned structure will be needed to improve the quality.
The operation cost, supervision cost, and profit factors are important environmental factors that can impact the performance of the operation structures. Table 2 shows the main conclusions in our theoretical model regarding the effect of these factors. First, the quality and quantity of the chargers decreased in both structures when the operation costs were high, but the quality of chargers in the company-owned structure decreased so much so that the quality was even worse than that of the franchised ones. The total number of EV chargers was far lower than for the franchised structure, so it is better to choose a franchised structure when the operational costs are large. Second, when the supervision costs are high, company-owned EV chargers are difficult to supervise, which leads to poor quality and fewer EV chargers, whereas the optimal number of franchised EV chargers is larger than the company-owned ones and the quality is better. Therefore, it is better to choose the franchise structure in this situation. Finally, the increase in investment revenue improves the number of franchised EV chargers, and the quality improvement is smaller, whereas revenue considerable improves the quality of company-owned structures, which means that the company-owned structure is better. In the initial development stage of EV chargers, there is not enough experience in the operation and supervision of charging infrastructure, so the operation and supervision costs are high, 
The operation cost, supervision cost, and profit factors are important environmental factors that can impact the performance of the operation structures. Table 2 shows the main conclusions in our theoretical model regarding the effect of these factors. First, the quality and quantity of the chargers decreased in both structures when the operation costs were high, but the quality of chargers in the company-owned structure decreased so much so that the quality was even worse than that of the franchised ones. The total number of EV chargers was far lower than for the franchised structure, so it is better to choose a franchised structure when the operational costs are large. Second, when the supervision costs are high, company-owned EV chargers are difficult to supervise, which leads to poor quality and fewer EV chargers, whereas the optimal number of franchised EV chargers is larger than the company-owned ones and the quality is better. Therefore, it is better to choose the franchise structure in this situation. Finally, the increase in investment revenue improves the number of franchised EV chargers, and the quality improvement is smaller, whereas revenue considerable improves the quality of company-owned structures, which means that the company-owned structure is better. In the initial development stage of EV chargers, there is not enough experience in the operation and supervision of charging infrastructure, so the operation and supervision costs are high, and as such, the franchise structure is recommended. Once management experience has accumulated, the EV charger enterprises start to make money and a higher quality of EV chargers is required, so the company-owned structure performs better in improving the quality of the EV chargers. 
Discussion and Future Research
Improvement in Supervision Efficiency
Given the above analysis, the trade-off of quantity and quality exists in the two structure of EV charger firm. In the development process of the EV chargers, it is best to meet the increasing charging demand in quantity and ensure the quality of the EV charger. How can these two structures be improved to achieve an ideal situation? Due to the limitation of capital of the enterprise in the company-owned structure, the number of EV chargers is inevitably limited. Therefore, we can try to improve the supervision technology in the franchised structure to fully use the advantages of the franchised structure to ensure that the total number of EV chargers can grow rapidly and EV charger quality can be improved. The main reason for the poor quality of the franchised EV chargers is the free rider problem, so if the supervision mode can be improved, the free rider problem can be reduced or even eliminated, and the quality of the franchised EV charger can be improved.
Assuming that information technology improves, the headquarters can determine the security management level of each franchised EV charger. Then, the security quality reputation of each franchised charging station will depend on its own security management level, and not the average of all franchisees. Then, the franchisee's problem becomes:
Each franchisee's optimal safety management effort level satisfies the condition:
Compared with the company-owned structure, e f > e f because franchisees cannot be free riders. In addition, when p is small, such as 1 − p > s, i.e., p < 1 − s, we obtain e f > e d . This occurs because there is no agency problem between the franchised EV charger enterprise and the single EV charger manager. In contrast, the franchised EV charger has ownership and autonomy. Next, the enterprise selects the optimal number of franchised EV chargers under the optimal effort level of the franchisees. That is, max
The optimal total number satisfies Qg e f = d (n). As e f > e f , the optimal number of franchised EV chargers at this time is greater than before, i.e., n f > n f . Therefore, after the technical improvement of the franchised structure, the quality and quantity can be simultaneously improved. Figure 10 shows that the total number of EV chargers decreases when the monitoring cost parameter increased. The total number of franchised chargers was larger than that in the company-owned structure, which is consistent with Figure 3 . Figure 11 shows how the quality of EV chargers in the two structures changes as the quality management cost parameter increases after improving the supervision technology. The quality of chargers is negatively correlated with management cost parameter as proposed by Lemmas 1 and 3. However, the quality of franchised chargers is always higher that the company-owned ones, which is consistent with our conclusions after supervision technology was improved in the franchised structure. higher that the company-owned ones, which is consistent with our conclusions after supervision technology was improved in the franchised structure. 
Further Research
Our theoretical model is a partial equilibrium model that only considers the optimal behaviors of the EV charger enterprise and the EV charger manager. It is a microeconomic model that analyzes the operation structure inside a firm. The principal agency problem and the free-riding problem in the EV charger enterprise are key problems that decide the quantity and quality of EV chargers. The outcomes of these problems are affected by environmental factors, which differ at different stages of the development. Therefore, based on our principal agency model, we discussed the optimal quantity and quality of EV chargers and the affected factors using comparative statics and simulations to find higher that the company-owned ones, which is consistent with our conclusions after supervision technology was improved in the franchised structure. 
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Our theoretical model is a partial equilibrium model that only considers the optimal behaviors of the EV charger enterprise and the EV charger manager. It is a microeconomic model that analyzes the operation structure inside a firm. The principal agency problem and the free-riding problem in the EV charger enterprise are key problems that decide the quantity and quality of EV chargers. The outcomes of these problems are affected by environmental factors, which differ at different stages of the development. Therefore, based on our principal agency model, we discussed the optimal quantity and quality of EV chargers and the affected factors using comparative statics and simulations to find the optimal structure choice in different situations. There are several interesting topics that can be researched in the future. First, these affected factors only include the operation and supervision costs and the investment return, which are supply side factors. We did not consider the factors on the demand side, such as the user behavior. We will add consumer behavior into our model and try to set up a general equilibrium model, and discuss the general equilibrium quantity and quality in future research. Second, some transportation factors, such as traffic planning, spatial availability for grid connection, and usability functions for the charging infrastructure/charging facilities ratio, can be added to the existing model to examine how these transportation factors affect the performance of the two operation structures. Finally, the contract between the EV charger enterprise and the manager may be dynamic and apply to multiple periods, so we can expand our model into a dynamic model to investigate the effect of timeframes for contractual obligations.
Conclusions and Policy Implications
EVs have begun to enter the stage of market-oriented development in China, and will become the main component of the automotive market in the future under the advocacy of a low-carbon economy. However, the insufficiency of EV chargers has become a major factor restricting the effective development of EVs. Although the government has provided subsidies for the construction of EV chargers, the development plan of the distribution structure for EV chargers must be considered, and the quality and quantity of chargers under different structures must be investigated to guide the EV charger market toward healthy and effective development.
We analyzed the difference in the quality and quantity of EV chargers under company-owned and franchised structures by constructing theoretical models and discussed the trends of the quality and quantity of EV chargers in different market environments. First, the number of franchised EV chargers was larger in most cases, but the quality was worse when compared with the company-owned structure. Second, with the increase in operational costs, the optimal numbers and the quality of EV chargers declined in both structures. Third, with increasing supervision costs, the total number of all chargers decreased, as did the quality of the company-owned EV chargers; however, the quality of the franchised EV chargers increased due to the decreasing number of franchised chargers, which led to a decrease in free-riding behavior. Finally, a high investment return was more motivating in the company-owned structure because, although the quality and total number improved in both structures, the quality of the franchised chargers increased less than the company-owned ones.
Based on these results, we think that, in most cases, the franchised and company-owned structure face a trade-off between quantity and quality. However, in the initial development stage of the EV chargers, the operation and supervision costs are high because of insufficient experience, the franchised structure is more conducive to increasing the quantity to meet the increasing needs of EVs, and the quality is not necessarily lower. As the market becomes more saturated and a higher quality of EV charger is required, the company-owned structure will be needed to improve the quality. For the existing EV chargers constructed in the franchise structure, the supervision efficiency should be improved to avoid free-riding behavior, so that the number of EV chargers can be maintained while the quality can be guaranteed. 
